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SUMMARY

The non-classical Major Histocompatibility Complex class II (MHCII) protein, H2-M, edits peptides bound to
conventional MHCII in favor of stable peptide/MHCII (p/MHCII) complexes. Here, we show that H2-M defi-
ciency affects B-1 cell survival, reduces cell renewal capacity, and alters immunoglobulin repertoire, allowing
for the selection of cells specific for highly abundant epitopes, but not low-frequency epitopes. H2-M-defi-
cient B-1 cells have shorter CDR3 length, higher content of positively charged amino acids, shorter junctional
regions, less mutation frequency, and a skewed clonal distribution. Mechanistically, H2-M loss reduces
plasma membrane p/MHCII association with B cell receptors (BCR) on B-1 cells and diminishes integrated
BCR signal strength, a key determinant of B-1 cell selection, maturation, and maintenance. Thus, H2-
M:MHCII interaction serves as a cell-intrinsic regulator of BCR signaling and influences the selection of the
B-1 cell clonal repertoire.

INTRODUCTION

B cells play a unique role as antigen-presenting cells (APCs) to
CD4+ T cells by privileging presentation of antigens recognized
by B cell receptors (BCRs). Reciprocally, the T cell receptor for
antigen (TCR):peptide/ Major Histocompatibility Complex class
II (MHCII) complex (p/MHCII) interaction provides an activation
signal to B cells. BCR-bound protein antigen is delivered by
internalized BCR to late endosomal compartments, where the
antigen is processed to smaller peptide fragments that are
bound to MHCII. The non-classical MHCII protein, H2-M (HLA-
DM in humans), regulates by selecting and loading high-affinity
peptides onto MHCII proteins (Denzin and Cresswell, 1995;
Sloan et al., 1995). H2-M removes the ‘‘place holder’’ peptide,
class II invariant chain peptide (CLIP), from the MHCII peptide-
binding groove, and also selects for tight-binding peptides

(Pos et al., 2013). Allelic differences in MHCII affect affinities
for CLIP peptide (Doebele et al., 2003; Sette et al., 1995) and
for H2-M (Fallang et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2016), with conse-
quences for peptide selection. H2-M also interacts with another
class II-like protein, H2-O, whichmost evidence argues acts as a
competitive inhibitor of H2-M (Guce et al., 2013; Liljedahl et al.,
1998). H2-M editing of p/MHCII complexes as a regulator of se-
lection and proliferation of CD4+ T cells has been studied widely.
However, less attention has been paid to effects of H2-M defi-
ciency on APC.
BCR-derived activation signals play various roles in the selec-

tion and maintenance of B cell populations. This is particularly
true for B-1 cell development, which unlike the ontogeny of adult
bone-marrow-derived B (B-2 or follicular B) cells, occurs pre-
dominantly at early stages of life and is positively regulated by
BCR affinity for self-antigen (Hayakawa et al., 1999). B-1 cell
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Figure 1. Absence of H2-M alters MHCII protein expression in B cells, and altered H2-M-MHCII interaction regulates the B-1 cell develop-
ment in the secondary lymphoid organs of B6 mice
(A–C) (A) Histogram plot showing surface expression and scatterplot showing normalized median fluorescent intensity (MFI) of MHCII (I-A/I-E) by follicular (B-2) B

cells (blue), MZ B cells (green), and splenic B-1a cells (yellow) from WT B6 mice. Fluorescent-minus-one (FMO) control for the total B cells is depicted in gray.

Relative MFI was calculated by subtracting the MFI value of the same cell subset from the FMO control sample. Histogram plot showing expression and

scatterplot showing normalized MFI of intracellular expression of (B) H2-M and (C) H2-O by splenic B-2, MZ, and B-1a cells fromWT B6mice. Normalization was

done by subtracting the MFI value of the FMO control for the corresponding cell population.

(D–F) (D) Scatterplot showing net H2-M function in splenic B cell subsets by plotting the ratio of intracellular H2-M to H2-O MFI. Histogram plot showing

expression and scatterplot showing normalized expression of (E) c2p/MHCII (non-specific-peptide complexed with I-Ab, 15G4 clone) and (F) c1p/MHCII (pro-

ductive peptide-I-Ab complex, KH74 clone) by splenic B-2, MZ, and B-1a cells from WT B6 mice. Relative expression of c2p/MHCII and c1p/MHCII was

calculated by normalizing against MFI of total MHCII expression by the corresponding B cell subsets. Data (A–F) are pooled from three individual experiments,

(legend continued on next page)
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development starts during embryogenesis and peaks during
fetal and neonatal life to contribute significantly to the adult B-
1 cell pool (Ghosn et al., 2019). B-1 cells are characterized by
their lowB220 expression and IgMhiCD19hiCD23!CD43+ pheno-
type (Hardy and Hayakawa, 2001); they are derived from a B-1-
specific precursor population, identified by Lin!Ig-CD19+

B220lo/!CD93+ (Ghosn et al., 2011; Montecino-Rodriguez
et al., 2006, 2016). In adults, B-1 cells are seldom replenished
from bone-marrow-derived progenitors (Esplin et al., 2009), but
rely mostly on self-renewal (Casola et al., 2004; Kobayashi
et al., 2020) to maintain the pool (reviewed in (Baumgarth, 2017).
Factors influencing B-1 cell development are incompletely un-

derstood. However, evidence supports B-1a (CD5+ B-1) cells as
a separate lineage that requires positive selection, relying on high
BCR affinity for antigen (Ghosn et al., 2019). B-1a cell differentia-
tion is impaired if mutations abrogate BCR signal strength (Khan
et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995). The absence of negative regula-
tors of BCR signaling enhances the B-1a cell pool (Chan et al.,
1997). The majority of B-1a BCRs are polyreactive, recognizing
self- and bacteria-derived carbohydrate and lipid for homeosta-
sis and broad-spectrum immunity, respectively (Baumgarth,
2011; Forster and Rajewsky, 1987). A considerable proportion
of murine B-1a cells carry BCRs specific for phosphatidylcholine
(PtC) and phosphorylcholine (PC), which help in the clearance of
apoptotic cells (Gronwall et al., 2012; Shaw et al., 2003).
Here, we analyzed B cell development in H2-M-deficient mice.

We uncovered effects on development and BCR repertoire of the
B-1 cell lineage. Mechanistically, we showed that H2-M-
selected p/MHCII complexes make a critical contribution to the
integrated BCR signal required for normal B-1a cell development
and repertoire.

RESULTS

Expression of H2-M and MHCII protein cargo in B cell
lineages
We observed higher MHCII protein (I-Ab) surface expression on
splenic B-1a versus B-2 (follicular) cells (Figure 1A) and on peri-
toneal B-1 versus B-2 cells (Figure S1C). The H2-M:H2-O ratio,
indicating levels of free, functional H2-M, was highest in marginal
zone (MZ) B cells, intermediate in splenic B-1a cells, and lowest

in B-2 cells (Figure 1D). Splenic B-1a cells had the highest level of
conformer 1 peptide-MHCII (c1p/MHCII) complexes, defined by
binding ofmAbKH74 (Figure 1E). Consistent with their free H2-M
level, MZ B cells had the lowest surface level of I-Ab conformers
with apparently non-edited peptides, such as CLIP (c2p/MHCII;
conformer 2), defined by binding of mAb 15G4 (Figure 1F) (Lilje-
dahl et al., 1998).
InH2-M!/!, but not H2-O!/!, B6 mice, total B cell surface I-Ab

(binding of mAb M5/114) was reduced compared with wild-type
(WT) mice (Figures 1G, S2A, S2D, and S2E). This difference was
detected after the early stages of development (pre-pro- and
pro-B) in the bone marrow, when MHCII expression increases
(Hayakawa et al., 1994). Reduced I-Ab in H2-M!/! mice is likely
linked to preferential ubiquitination and internalization of MHCII-
CLIP (and other conformer 2 complexes) compared with pep-
tide-MHCII (conformer 1) complexes (Ishido and Kajikawa,
2019) or to the chaperoning effects of H2-M (Kropshofer et al.,
1997). As expected, all B cell subsets from H2-M!/! I-Ab mice
displayed MHCII predominantly in c2p/MHCII (Figure 1H), rather
than c1p/MHCII (Figure 1I).

H2-M regulates B-1 cell numbers in secondary lymphoid
organs
H2-M loss in B6 mice did not significantly affect the frequencies
of precursor B cells (pre-pro-, pro-, and pre-B cells), immature
(CD93+IgD!IgM+) B cells, and mature B-2 cells in bone marrow
or spleen (Figures 1J, 1K, S3A, and S3B). However, H2-M defi-
ciency resulted in"48%decrease in absolute numbers of splenic
B-1a cells,"68% increase in MZ B cells (Figures 1J and 1K), and
"30%decrease in peritonealB-1a, but notB-1b, cells (Figure 1L).
These changes did not simply correlate with the level of I-Ab, as
complete absence of MHCII (MHCII!/-) did not further decrease
splenic B-1a cell frequency (Figures S3C–S3E). Compared with
H2-M!/! mice, MHCII+/- (heterozygous) mice had increased
splenic B-1a cells, despite lower MHCII levels (Figures S3C–
S3E), but also had higher c1p/MHCII levels (Figure S3E). In H2-
O!/! mice (higher active H2-M), both splenic B-1a cell frequency
and c1p/MHCII levels were increased above WT (Figures S3C–
S3E, andS3G). Taken together, these data imply that DM-depen-
dent expression of c1p/MHCII conformers, rather than MHCII
level per se, is critical to maintaining B-1 cell numbers in B6mice.

with n = 3–4 mice/group; representative histogram plots are accompanied. *, p < 0.05, **, p < 0.01, ***, p < 0.005 (one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple

comparisons).

(G–I) (G) Bar graphs showing the surface expression of MHCII (clone M5/114.15.2) by B cell subsets from spleens of WT (Black) and H2-M!/! (red) mice. Splenic

B-2 cells (CD19+B220+CD23+CD21int), MZ B cells (CD19+B220+CD23!CD21hi), and B-1a cells (CD19hiB220loCD23!CD21!IgMhiCD43+CD5+) from spleen were

pre-gated using the above-mentionedmarkers by flow cytometry. Bar graphs showing surface expression of (H) c2p/MHCII and (I) c1p/MHCII by splenic B-2,MZ,

and B-1a cells fromWT (black) andH2-M!/! (red) mice. Corresponding histogram plots showing expression of c2p/MHCII and c1p/MHCII by splenic B cells from

WT (black) and H2-M!/! (red) B6 mice, FMO control depicted in gray. ***, p < 0.005, ****, p < 0.001 (multiple t test one per row). Data (G–J) representative of two

individual experiments, with n = 5 mice/groups.

(J) Representative flow plots indicating general gating strategy for selection of B-2 B cells, MZ B cells, and B-1a cells (live CD19hiB220+/lo

CD23!CD21!CD43+CD5+) from the spleens of WT (black) and H2-M!/! (red) mice; each contour plot shows 8,000 events.

(K) The total number of B-2 cells, MZ B cells, and B-1a cells from the spleens of WT and H2-M!/!mice from C57BL/6 background. Percentages of total splenic B

cells are provided in the number above corresponding B cell subsets as mean ± SEM.

(L) The total number of B-2, B-1a, and B-1b cells from the peritoneum of WT and H2-M!/! mice from C57BL/6 background. Percentages of total peritoneal cells

are provided in the number above corresponding B cell subsets as mean ± SEM.

(M) The total number of B-2, MZ, and B-1a B cells from the spleens of WT and H2-M!/! mice from BALB/c background. Percentages of total splenic B cells are

provided in the number above corresponding B cell subsets as mean ± SEM. *, p < 0.05, **, p < 0.01, ***, p < 0.005 (non-parametric Mann-Whitney test). Data (K–

M) are representative of or pooled from two individual experiments with n = 4–5 mice/group. All the bar graphs or scatterplots are presented as mean ± SEM.
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H2-M regulates B-1 cell survival
A small but significant increase in the proportion of apoptotic
mature splenic B-1a cells, but not B-2 or MZ B cells, was
observed in H2-M!/! compared with WT B6 mice (Figures 2A
and 2B). As B-1a cells replenish through self-renewal, we tested
their proliferative capacity by BrdU incorporation. WT B-1a cells
showed increased BrdU accumulation compared with H2-M!/!

B-1a cells (Figures 2C and 2D). WT cells also had higher poly-
comb group protein Bmi1mRNA, critical for B-1 cell self-renewal
(Kobayashi et al., 2020) (Figure 2E). As another approach, we
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)-purified mature
splenic B-1a cells (CD19+B220loIgM+CD93!CD23!CD43+CD5+)
fromWT andH2-M!/!mice, mixed them 1:1, and transferred the
cells intraperitoneally into Rag-deficient mice (Figure 2F). WT B-
1a cells (c2p/MHCIIlo) showed a survival advantage over the H2-
M!/! (c2p/MHCIIhi) B-1a cells (Figures 2G and 2H). Thus, H2-M
deficiency reduces splenic B-1a cell numbers by increased
death and decreased self-renewal.

H2-M promotes differentiation of B-1 cells
Lower numbers of mature B-1 cells in H2-M!/! mice also could
reflect reduced differentiation of B-1 precursors. We found sig-
nificant reductions in B-1 cell precursors (Lin!B220-/lo

sIg!CD19+CD93+; Figure S4A) in E18.5 fetal liver in H2-M!/!

mice versus WT [(Figure 3A; but not detectably in spleen post-
birth (Figure S4B)], and 2–3-w-old H2-M!/! mice showed signif-
icantly reduced frequency and abundance of splenic transitional
B-1a (CD93+CD19+ IgMhiIgD!CD43+CD5+) and mature B-1a
(CD93!CD19+B220loCD23!CD21!CD43+CD5+) cells compared
with age-matched WT mice (Figures 3B and 3C).
H2-M!/! (vs WT) B-1 precursors (E18.5 liver or spleen) also

had significantly reduced surface MHCII (total I-Ab and c1p/
MHCII complex) (Figures S4C–S4E). As fetal B-1 precursors
have low levels of all MHCII proteins (Tung et al., 2006), we
used neonatal splenic B-1 precursors to determine when MHCII
and H2-M levels increase. Following little to no expression at
1 week of age, the B-1 precursors showed a gradual and steady
increase in MHCII and H2-M levels (Figure 3D) that peaked in
adult mice (weeks 6–8). (A contribution of B-2 progenitors to
the gated population over time cannot be ruled out). The timing
of the increase in H2-M:H2-O ratio and c1p/MHCII levels on
WT B-1 precursors (Figures 3E and 3F) matched the timing of re-
ductions in transitional and mature B-1a cells in H2-M!/! mice.
Sca-1 expression, which indicates differentiation potential (Mor-
cos et al., 2017), was acquired in the same time frame (Fig-
ure 3G). Strikingly, as early as week one post-birth, splenic B-1
precursors acquired intracellular Ig-a and Ig-b (Figure 3G), which
form the heterodimeric transducer of p/MHCII signaling (Lang

Figure 2. Absence of H2-M affects B-1 cell survival and renewal abilities
(A) Representative histogram plots indicating mature B-2 B cells, MZ B cells, and B-1a cells from the spleens of WT and H2-M!/! mice showed labeling with

Annexin-V. Corresponding FMO controls depicted as gray.

(B) The expression of Annexin-V by B-2 cells, MZ B cells, and B-1a cells (MFI) from the spleens of WT C57BL/6 (black) and H2-M!/! mice (red).

(C) Adult WT and H2-M!/!mice were fed with 0.8 mg/mL BrdU in drinking water along with 1% sucrose for six days before harvesting and analysis of the tissues.

Representative histogram plots indicating BrdU incorporation of mature B-2 cells and B-1a cells from WT (black) and H2-M!/! mice (red) from C57BL/6

background. Mice not treated with BrdU served as background control and shown as a gray histogram.

(D) Percentages of B-2 cells and B-1a cells incorporating BrdU from the spleens of WT and H2-M!/! mice. Each dot represents an individual animal. **, p < 0.01

(multiple t test).

(E) Expression of Bmi1 at the transcript level relative to the expression of Rplp0 by mature B-1a cells from WT (black) and H2-M!/! (red) mice.

(F) Mature splenic B-1a cells fromWT andH2-M!/!mice were FACS-purified, mixed in 1:1 ratio, and transferred intraperitoneally in Rag1!/!mice. The peritoneal

exudates from recipient mice were analyzed by flow cytometry one week following transfer.

(G) Representative flow plots showing the donor-derived CD19+ population and their phenotype.

(H) Scatterplot indicating the percentage of donor-derived B-1a cells developed from WT congenic (black) and H2-M-deficient donor (red) mice. Each point

indicates an individual animal. *, p < 0.05 (Wilcoxonmatched-pairs signed rank test). Data represent one independent experiment with n = 3–5mice/group. All the

bar graphs or scatterplots are presented as mean ± SEM.
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et al., 2001). These data raised the possibility that MHCII-medi-
ated signals regulate early stages of B-1 cell development, in an
H2-M-dependent manner (see below).
To further explore H-2M’s role in B-1 maturation, we adop-

tively transferred FACS-sorted B-1 precursors (Lin!CD19+-

B220lo/!CD93+sIg!) from 1-week-old WT (CD45.1+) and H2-
M!/! (CD45.2+) mice, mixed 1:1, into Rag1!/! mice (Figure 4A).
WT donor cells were most efficient at generating mature B-1a

cells, whereas H2-M!/! donor cells appeared halted at the
immature stage (Figures 4B–4D). In the peritoneum of recipient
mice, WT donor cells made a significant preferential contribution
to B-1a, but not B-1b, cells (Figures 4E–4G). Thus, our results
argue that H2-M absence significantly limits the differentiation
of B-1 precursors into mature B-1a cells. As co-transfer of
CD4+ T cells (Figure S5A) further enhanced B-1a cell differentia-
tion from WT versus H2-M!/! donors (Figures S5B and S5C),

Figure 3. H2-M-MHCII interaction influences B-1 cell development following birth
(A–C) The total number of (A) B-1 cell precursors from E18.5 fetal liver and spleen of WT (black) and H2-M!/! mice (red), (B) transitional B-1a cells, and (C)

mature B-1a cells from the spleen of WT (black) and H2-M!/! mice (red) day 0, weeks 1, 2, 3, and adult (6–8 weeks of age). B-1 cell precursors (Lin-surface

Ig!CD19+CD93+B220lo/-) (Ghosn et al., 2011), immature B-1a (CD19+CD93+CD5+CD23!IgMhi), andmature B-1a (CD19+B220lo/!CD93!CD43+CD5+CD23-). ns =

non-significant, *, p < 0.05, **, p < 0.01, two-way ANOVA, Sidak’s multiple comparison test. Data representative of one (A) or pooled from five (B, C) individual

experiments with n = 4–5 mice/group. The difference is more pronounced in the mature B-1a cell compartment, possibly due to the log-fold higher number of

mature compared with transitional B-1a cells.

(D–F) (D) Representative histogram plots indicating expressions of surface MHCII, intracellular H2-M, and H2-O on B-1 precursors at different stages of

development following birth from the spleens ofWTC57BL/6mice. Scatterplots showing (E) ratio of intracellular H2-M andH2-O (H2-M inhibitor) expressions and

(F) expression of surface c1p/MHCII by B-1 precursors from the spleen of WT C57BL/6 mice.

(G) Representative histogram plots indicating intracellular expression of Ig-a and Ig-b and surface expression of activation marker "stem cell antigen (Sca-1)," on

B-1 precursors at different stages of development following birth from the spleens of WT C57BL/6 mice. Each point indicates an individual animal. *, p < 0.05, **,

p < 0.01 (multiple t test one per row). Data (D-G) representative of two independent experiments with n = 3–4 mice/group. All the scatterplots are presented as

mean ± SEM.
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interaction of H2-M+ B-1a precursors with CD4+ T cells, via p/
MHCII:TCR, may promote differentiation.

Absence of H2-M skews the B-1 immunoglobulin (Ig)
repertoire
B-1a cells produce most of the natural IgM antibodies, including
a germline-encoded repertoire. However, the reduced B-1 cell
population in H2-M!/! mice resulted in only slightly lower IgM
levels (Figure 5A). We saw no titer differences between WT and
H2-M!/! mice for Abs to the B-1a specific antigens, PtC and
PC, but observed a small, significant decrease in titers to nitro-
phenyl (NP) inH2-M!/!mice (Figure 5A). Moreover, NP-ficoll im-
munization induced a significant increase in NP-specific B-1a
cells and IgM response in WT over H2-M!/! mice (Figures
S5D–S5F). These results revealed bias in the selection of the
B-1a cell IgM repertoire in the absence of H2-M.

To further investigate repertoire, we measured the frequency
of B-1a PtC-specific cells in H2-M!/! mice, using fluorophore-
conjugated PtC liposomes. Approximately 14% of H2-M!/!

splenic B-1a cells expressed PtC-specific BCRs, compared
with 8% in WT (Figures 5B and 5C); there was no strain differ-
ence in the absolute number of splenic PtC-specific B-1a cells
(Figure 5C) and no clonal enrichment in H2-O!/! splenic B-1a
cells (Figures S5G and S5H). In the peritoneum, 31% of H2-

M!/! B-1a cells were PtC-specific, compared with 21% in WT
(Figures 5D and 5E), with no difference in the absolute number
of PtC-specific B-1a cells (Figure 5E). Splenic PtC-specific B-
1a cells were enriched inMHCII!/- but notMHCII+/- mice (Figures
S5Gand S5H). Thus, loss of c1p/MHCII inH2-M!/! andMHCII!/-

mice (Figure S3E), rather than reduced MHCII expression, ap-
pears responsible for the clonal bias in H2-M!/! B-1a cells.
H2-M!/! B-1a cells also showed clonal enrichment for tran-
scripts of quintessential B-1a IgH genes, including Ighv11,
Ighv12-03, Ighv6-06, and Ighv1-55 (Figure S5I). Importantly,
PtC-specific B-1a cells were also enriched in H2-M!/! BALB/c
(I-Ad) mice (Figure 5F), although in thesemice, B-1a cell numbers
were not detectably reduced (Figure 1M). These results reveal
that H2-M absence influences PtC+ B-1a clonal enrichment, in-
dependent of MHCII haplotype.
Based on these results, we hypothesized that lack of H2-M/

MHCII interaction biases BCR-mediated B-1a selection during
development. We found that, relative to WT mice, H2-M!/!

mice had smaller clonal expansions or possibly lower expression
levels of IgH transcripts per cell (Figure 5G). We then took the 50
clonotypes with the most reads from each mouse and investi-
gated their relative contribution to the observed repertoire in
that mouse (Figure 5H). H2-M!/! mice had less of their IgH
repertoire accounted for by their 50 largest clonotypes,

Figure 4. Absence of H2-M-MHCII interaction affects the maturation and maintenance of B-1a cells
(A–G) (A) B-1 cell precursors were FACS-sorted from one-week-old congenic B6mice (CD45.1+) andH2-M!/!mice (CD45.2+), mixed in 1:1 ratio before adoptive

transfer into H2-M!/! mice. The recipient Rag-deficient mice were sacrificed three weeks following the transfer; the spleen and peritoneal exudates were

harvested and analyzed by flow cytometry. Gating strategy followed for FACS of B-1 cell precursors (Lin!Ig-CD19+B220lo/!CD93+) fromWT (CD45.1+, black) and

H2-M!/! mice (CD45.2+, red). Post-sort analysis was shown to indicate "95% purity. Gating strategy, scatterplot indicating the total cell number and the bar

graph showing the percentage of donor-derived cells developed from sorted and transplanted B-1 cell precursors of WT congenic (black) and H2-M-deficient

donor (red) mice recovered from the spleen (B, C, D) and peritoneum (E, F, G) of recipient Rag1!/! mice. Each point indicates an individual animal. *, p < 0.05, **,

p = 0.0043 (multiple t test one per row). Each contour plot graph shows amaximum of 8,000 events. Data representative of two independent experiments with n =

4–5 mice/group. All the bar graphs or scatterplots are presented as mean ± SEM.
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Figure 5. The absence of H2-M skews B-1 immunoglobulin specificities and IgH repertoires
(A) Serum IgM Ab titer measured by ELISA to indicate total IgM level and IgM level against PtC, PC, and 4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenylacetyl (NP) between WT (black)

and H2-M!/! mice (red).

(B) Representative flow plots showing IgM expression and binding of PtC-liposome by B-1a cells from the spleens of WT and H2-M!/! mice. FMO control was

shown to identify the positive binding of B-1a cells for PtC-liposome.

(C) Percentage and the total number of mature B-1a cells showing binding of PtC-liposome in the spleens of WT and H2-M!/! mice.

(D) Representative contour plots showing IgM expression and PtC-liposome binding by B-1a cells from the peritoneal cavity of WT and H2-M!/! mice.

(E) Percentage and the total number of mature B-1a cells showing binding of PtC-liposome from the peritoneum of WT and H2-M!/! mice.

(legend continued on next page)
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consistent with the presence of smaller clones than WT or lower
transcript expression per cell. Altogether, the repertoire analyses
argue that H2-M absence affects clonal distribution of splenic B-
1a cells and expands certain canonical B-1a specificities, such
as PtC.

H2-M affects B-1 cell BCRs
We also assessed biochemical properties of B-1a CDR-H3 from
WT and H2-M!/! mice. A significantly higher CDR-H3 hydropa-
thy score and fewer negatively charged residues were observed
for germline H2-M!/! B-1a-expressed IgM and IgD versus WT
counterparts (Figures 5I and 5J). Although comparable propor-
tions of B-1a cells showed N-junctional addition (Figure 5K),
H2-M!/! B-1a cells had short N-additions, whereas WT B-1a
cells had a small but significant increase in N-addition length
(Figure 5L). This was reflected in a significant difference in the
CDR-H3 length (germ-line segment-encoded + N nucleotides)
(Figure 5M).

We also observed an H2-M effect on the frequency of class-
switch recombination in B-1a cells. Compared with H2-M!/!

splenic B-1a cells, WT B-1a cells had significantly higher propor-
tions of class-switched transcripts (Figure 5N) and IgG+ B-1a
cells (Figure 5O). WT peritoneal B-1 cells showed a significantly
higher percentage of IgG+ and IgA+ B-1 cells (Figure S6A). Class-
switched IgH (IgG and IgA) in H2-M!/! B-1a cells had a lower
mutation frequency than in WT (Figure 5P). These results indi-
cated that H2-M deficiency limits somatic hypermutation and
class-switch recombination in mature B-1a cells, potentially re-
stricting the selection and/or expansion of mature B-1a cell
clones.

MHCII participates in the BCR signalosome in a cargo-
dependent manner
MHCII shares overlapping signaling adapters (Ig-a/b) with the
BCR (Lang et al., 2001). Hence, we hypothesized that the H2-
M-mediated effects on B-1a cells were due to peptide cargo-
dependent, MHCII contribution to BCR signaling. We first
analyzed theMHCII localization relative to BCRon splenic B cells
by immunofluorescence. In WT B cells, c1p/MHCII molecules
generated punctate staining, a portion of which colocalized
with BCR and with Ig b-chain, whereas c2p/MHCII did not (Fig-
ure 6A). In H2-M!/! B cells, which are enriched for surface
c2p/MHCII, MHCII and BCR did not colocalize. Particularly in
WT B cells, c1p/MHCII, but not c2p/MHCII, strongly colocalized
with tetraspanin CD9, indicating preferential c1p/MHCII recruit-
ment to the signalosome complex (Figure 6A). Notably, specif-

ically in H2-M!/! B cells, c2p/MHCII showed a small but
significant increase in co-localization with STING proteins, which
dampen BCR signaling (Figure 6A) (Tang et al., 2021). To inves-
tigate proximity in the nanometer range, we used the proximity
ligation assay (PLA), which confirmed proximity of c1p/MHCII,
but not c2p/MHCII, to BCR (Figures 6B and 6C). Quantitatively,
WT B cells had significantly higher IgM:c1p/MHCII PLA signals
than H2-M!/! B cells but no difference in IgM:c2p/MHCII PLA
signals, which were overall low (Figure 6C).
To help understand differences in the behavior of the c1p/

MHCII and c2p/MHCII, and the effect of H2-M deficiency, we
characterized eluted peptide cargo by mass spectrometry. Defi-
ciency of the human H2-M ortholog, HLA-DM, is associated with
MHCII presentation of peptides with lower MHCII affinity (Alvaro-
Benito et al., 2018), as it has not been evaluated in mice, but the
MHCII peptidome in H2-O!/! mice (high DM activity) has
increased MHCII affinity (Nanaware et al., 2019). To directly
assess the effect of H2-M deficiency in murine B cells, we iso-
lated total I-Ab fromH2-M!/! splenic B cells and analyzed bound
peptides (Table S1). By comparison with published peptidomes
from WT B6 mice (Clement et al., 2021; Nanaware et al., 2021),
H2-M deficiency causes a shift in the distribution of predicted
peptide-MHCII affinity to lower values (Figure 6D). As in previous
studies (Alvaro-Benito et al., 2018; Nanaware et al., 2019), these
affinity changes are not accompanied by alterations in the length
distribution or intracellular sources of peptide cargo (Table S1).
We extended these studies to the c1p/MHCII and c2p/MHCII
subsets of the total I-Ab peptidome. Although fewer peptides
were available for analyses, a clear reduction in affinity for c2p/
MHCII cargo relative to c1p/MHCII is observed (Figure 6D), again
with comparable peptide lengths or intracellular sources (Table
S1, Figure S6A). c1p/MHCII, but not c2p/MHCII conformer,
showed expected preferred binding patterns of large hydropho-
bic residue at the P1 and small hydrophobic residues (preferen-
tially Proline) at P4 and P6 positions (Figure S6B). Thus, the co-
localization of c1p/MHCII, but not c2p/MHCII, with BCR is asso-
ciated with higher-affinity peptide cargo.

BCR-mediated signaling is attenuated in H2-M!/! B-1
cells
To analyze BCR-mediated signaling in mature B-1 cells, we
measured phosphorylated Btk (pBtk) as an upstream BCR
signaling event and Nur77, a distal downstream reporter (Huizar
et al., 2017). Splenic B-1a cells showed significantly higher
Nur77 levels than FO and MZ B cells (Figures S6B and S6C), ir-
respective of total surface Ig (Figure S6D). pBtk and Nur77 levels

(F) Representative contour plots showing IgM expression and PtC-binding by splenic B-1a cells from WT and H2-M!/! mice of BALB/c background and the

corresponding quantification. FMO indicates fluorescent-minus-one control.

(G and H) (G) D20 metric analysis quantifying clonal variation and IgH CDR3 diversity and (H) clonotype rank analysis for mature splenic B-1a cell subset from

week six old WT (black) and H2-M!/! (red) mice.

(I and J) (I) The hydropathy score and (J) CDR3 net charge of IgH sequences obtained from unmutated splenic B-1a cells of WT (black) and H2-M!/! mice (red),

separated according to their isotype sub-classes.

(K–M) (K) Percentages of IgH sequences containing N-nucleotide insertions at CDR3 junctions from splenic B-1a cells. Bar graph indicating (L) the length of N-

nucleotide additions at IgH CDR3 junctions and (M) the length of IgH CDR3 sequences of unmutated splenic B-1a cells obtained from WT and H2-M!/! mice.

(N) Stacked bar graph showing frequencies of each distinct isotype sequences from WT and H2-M!/! mice, IgG = (IgG1+IgG2a + IgG2b + IgG2c + IgG3).

(O) Percentage of splenic B-1a cells showing expression of IgG and IgA by flow cytometry analysis of WT (black) and H2-M!/! (red) mice.

(P) The frequencies of mutated sequences from splenic B-1a cells of WT and H2-M!/! mice, presented according to their isotype sub-class sequences. Data

representative of three (A–E) or one (F–P) independent experiments with n = 3–5 mice/group. All the scatterplots are presented as mean ± SEM.
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Figure 6. The absence of H2-M downregulates BCR signaling
(A–C) (A) Representative immunofluorescence images showing surface expression of IgM, Ig-b, tetraspanin protein CD9, c1p/MHCII, and c2p/MHCII and

intracellular STING expression by B cells from WT and H2-M!/! mice. Scale bar represents 5 mm length. Scatterplots show the corresponding correlation co-

efficient between c1p/MHCII (circle) and c2p/MHCII (square) with surface IgM, Ig-b, CD9 (Won and Kearney, 2002), or intracellular STING expressions from B

cells derived fromWT (blue) and H2-M!/! (red) mice. Splenic B cells fromWT and H2-M!/! mice were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde for 30 min, and PLA was

performed. Representative images of PLA (red dots) and quantification of PLA images are shown for IgM:c1p/MHCII (B) and IgM:c2p/MHCII (C) PLA studies.

Scale bar, 25 mm. For extended images with a higher magnification, scale bar represents 5 mm. ***, p < 0.0001 (Mann-Whitney U test).

(D) The NetMHCII pan 3.2 predicted binding affinity for the I-Ab peptides using M5/114 (total MHCII, circle), KH74 (c1p/MHCII, square), and 15G4 (c2p/MHCII,

triangle) antibody eluted fromWT (black) and H2-M!/! (red) C57BL/6mice with lengthR12 amino acids are plotted. The significant differences are indicated, and

the numbers of peptides in each set are indicated on the plot.

(E) Schematic showing key components of BCR signaling pathway. BCR forms interacts with signal-transducing Ig-a/b, c1p/MHCII, and tetraspanin proteins

(CD9) to form signalosome complex on B cell surface. Green and blue symbols indicate involved key kinases and transcription factors, respectively.

(F) Bar graph analysis of the relative expression of a subset of signaling proteins in the BCR signaling pathway in B-1 cell precursors fromWT (black) overH2-M!/!

(red) mice.

(G) The top ten pathways by IPA analysis in WT versus H2-M!/! B-1 cell precursors. Data representative of two independent (A–C) or one (E–G) experiment with

n = 3–4 mice/group. All the bar graphs or scatterplots are presented as mean ± SEM.
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were higher inWT versusH2-M!/! splenic B-1 cells (Figure S6E),
whereas levels of IgM or CD5, an inhibitor of BCR-mediated
signaling (Gary-Gouy et al., 2002), did not differ, consistent
with the effects being due to H2-M deficiency (Figure S7E).

Given the critical role of BCR signaling for B-1a development
and our results on B-1 differentiation (above), we hypothesized
that c1p/MHCII in B-1 precursors provide survival and differenti-
ation signals through an Ig-a/b-mediated contribution to inte-
grated BCR signaling. (A schematic of relevant BCR signaling
pathways is shown in Figure 6E). No difference in intracellular
levels of Ig-a/b was detected in WT versus H2-M!/! B-1 precur-
sors, but WT precursors had higher expression of pBtk (Fig-
ure S7F). To obtain a broader view of BCR signaling, we used
an immune-receptor phospho-array. Compared with H2-M!/!

B-1 precursors, WT had significantly higher levels of activated
BCR signaling pathway proteins (Figures S7G and S7H); this
was particularly notable for the MEK/ERK and NF-kB signaling
cascades (Figure 6F). Analysis of differentially activated proteins
identified signatures in pathways associated with co-stimulatory
B cell activation (Figure 6G).

In a direct stimulation assay using anti-total MHCII Ab, the for-
mation of IgM/p/MHCII complexes (PLA signals, red dots) (Fig-
ures 7A and 7B) and their co-localization with Ig-b protein (yellow
signals) (Figure 7A) were significantly increased in WT but not
H2-M!/! B-1a cells. MHCII-mediated stimulation also induced
significantly higher levels of pBtk and Nur77 (but not pAkt) over
time in WT versus H2-M!/! mature B-1a cells (Figures 7C and
7D) as well as higher pSyk, pBtk, and total IkBa levels (Figures
7E and 7F). In contrast, stimulation with a monoclonal a-Ig-k
antibody did not induce substantial (prolonged) differences in
BCR signaling proteins pBtk, pAkt, or Nur77 (Figure S8A).
Thus, in mature B-1 cells, MHCII ligation leads to co-stimulatory
signaling, likely through a c1p/MHCII-IgM-Ig-a/b complex, to
contribute to the integrated BCR signaling pathway. However,
in the absence of H2-M, this co-stimulatory signal is dampened,
likely through suboptimal assembly of this tertiary complex.
Consistent with this, c1p/MHCII stimulation in mature WT B-1
cells increased pBtk and Nur77, whereas c2p/MHCII stimulation
in H2-M!/! B-1 cells increased STING activation (Figure S8B).
Overall, H2-M deficiency resulted in reduced BCR-associated
signaling in B-1 cells.

DISCUSSION

To assess the effects of H2-M onB-1a cells, we studiedH2-M!/!

mice on the C57BL/6 background, which express a single MHCII
allele, I-Ab. I-Ab has a high affinity for CLIP peptide and requires
H2-M for peptide exchange (Cresswell, 1996). The B6 model
offered a reductionist system to study H2-M effects on B-1a
development and repertoire. Of note, high CLIP affinity and
H2-M (or DM) dependence for peptide exchange is shared by
many common human and mouse MHC-II proteins (Kropshofer
et al., 1999), suggesting that paradigms discovered here are
likely relevant in other MHCII contexts. Indeed, we have been
able to replicate some key findings in other genotypes, as dis-
cussed below.

A key finding in the H2-M-knockout model was a cell-intrinsic
effect on B-1 cell development (the biased CD4+ T cell repertoire

alsomay contribute). The expression of I-Ab proteins with altered
peptide cargo and conformation (c2p/MHCII conformers) was
linked to reduced B-1 self-renewal and survival and diminished
B-1a cell numbers. H-2M!/- mice also harbored an altered B-
1a Ig repertoire that favored BCR recognizing highly abundant
antigens. Our signaling studies in B6 H2-M!/! B-1 cells showed
reduced activation of MHCII-mediated co-stimulatory pathways
that contribute to an integrated BCR signal. This signaling defect
likely underlies the similarly skewed B-1a Ig repertoire BALB/c
H2-M!/! mice. The apparent basis of altered signaling was the
exclusion of c2p/MHCII conformers of I-Ab from BCR-signalo-
some-containing microdomain. We also have observed selec-
tive, conformation-based recruitment to the BCR signalosome
in human T2.DR3.DM versus T2.DR3 cells. DM-resistant, pep-
tide-bound DR3 molecules showed proximity to surface BCR,
whereas CLIP-DR3 complex did not (Figures S9A and S9B).
Altogether, these findings argue for a generalizable effect of pep-
tide cargo on MHCII association with BCR signalosome and co-
stimulatory signaling, with a striking impact on B-1a cells inmice.
For humanMHCII, DM-sensitive peptide cargo has been associ-
ated with distinct conformational alterations and dynamic flexi-
bility throughout the MHCII molecule (Reyes-Vargas et al.,
2020; Yin et al., 2014). It is possible that interactions with BCR,
Ig-a/Ig-b, or other signalosome components are sensitive to
similar alterations.
Reduced BCR signaling in the absence of H2-M could be the

primary reason for the limited self-renewal ability of mature B-1a
cells, as BCR signal strength regulates this capacity (Nguyen
et al., 2017). BCR-mediated signals integrate with signals from
positive and negative co-stimulators, with the net effect influ-
encing B cell fate (reviewed in Baumgarth, 2017). Strong overall
BCR signaling is critical for the selection and maintenance of the
B-1a cell population (Nguyen et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2015). Our
findings corroborate prior evidence demonstrating the effect of
positive BCR co-receptor signaling on B-1a cell survival.
Notably, however, our data specifically highlight the influence
of MHCII signaling on the selection and maintenance of B-1a
cells and also show the critical role of H2-M as a BCR signal
modulator. Several other models, where BCR-signal regulatory
proteins such as CD5 (Bikah et al., 1996) and CD6 (Enyindah-
Asonye et al., 2017) are deleted, showed reduced B-1a cell
maturation. However, these proteins are rarely lost physiologi-
cally. In contrast, there are natural alleles of MHCII and HLA-
DM that affect their interaction and alter levels of edited p/MHCII.
These alleles would be predicted to modulate BCR signal
strength with consequences for abundance and repertoire se-
lection of human B cells selected by activation of BCR
signalosome.
We also found that absence of H2-M yields B-1a cell clono-

types with smaller expansions or lower IgH transcript expression
in the spleen. Mature B-1a cells in H2-M!/! mice have reduced
self-renewal ability and increased apoptosis, likely reducing
clonal sizes. Abrogated BCR signaling likely underlies these phe-
notypes. Notably, despite missing an H2-M/MHCII-mediated
secondary signal, PtC-specific B-1a cells develop and expand
prominently to occupy a significant proportion of splenic B-1a
cells in H2-M!/! mice. PtC is the most abundant phospholipid
antigen, implying that if the cognate antigen is accessible and
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abundant, the requirement for an H2-M/MHCII-derived signal is
dispensable for B-1a survival andmaintenance. Thus, our results
argue that H2-M-dependent MHCII-mediated signaling acts as a
co-stimulator and is essential for selection of B-1a cells specific
for less abundant antigens.
Several recent studies emphasize the importance of somatic

hypermutation, N-junctional addition, and class-switch recombi-
nation in the maturation of the B-1a immunoglobulin repertoire
(Yang et al., 2015). For B-1a cells, the accumulation of somatic
mutations occurs in an age-dependent manner driven by endog-
enous antigens (Reynaud et al., 1995). We found that N-junc-
tional insertions and somatic hypermutation were significantly

reduced in the absence of H2-M, particularly in the class-
switched B-1a cells. The first wave of murine B-1a development
during fetal and neonatal life (until postnatal day 4) occurs in the
absence of TdT, resulting in a BCR repertoire that lacks N-inser-
tion. The second wave of murine B-1a cell development occurs
during neonatal life when B-1a cells acquire TdT expression for
N-junctional insertions. Lack of H2-M did not reduce the most
abundant PtC-specific B-1a cell population, which was found
in significantly higher frequency in H2-M!/! versus WT mice.
PtC, a quintessential B-1a cell specificity that uses VH11 and
VH12 genes, also shows minimal usage of N-junctional insertion
and somatic hypermutation (Feeney, 1990; Wang and Clarke,

Figure 7. MHCII-mediated stimulation preferentially activates the BCR signaling in mature B-1a cells fromWT compared withH2-M!/!mice
Mature B-1a cells (CD19+B220lo/!CD93!CD43+CD5+CD23-) were FACS-sorted from the spleens of WT (black) and H2-M!/! mice (red). The cells were cultured

in vitro in the presence or absence of anti-total MHCII antibody for the indicated duration to determine the BCR signaling events (pBtk, pAkt, and Nur77).

Activation of the cells was assessed by intracellular staining of pAkt, pBtk, and Nur77 in mature B-1a cells. (A) Representative immunofluorescence images

showing the IgM:c1p/MHCII PLA signals (red dots) and the intracellular expression of Ig-b (green) by mature B-1 cells from WT and H2-M!/! mice following

treatment with anti-MHCII antibody for 0, 1, 5, 15, and 30 min; nuclei are shown with DAPI staining (blue).

(B) Quantification of the PLA images (A) are shown for IgM:p/MHCII PLA studies with mature B-1 cells from WT (Black dots) and H2-M!/! mice (red dots).

(C) Representative histograms indicated the expression level of pBtk, pAkt, and Nur77 by mature B-1a cells from WT (shaded black) and H2-M!/! (red line) at

various time durations indicated. Gray-filled histogram indicating corresponding FMO controls.

(D) Dot plots indicated the relative abundance of the BCR signal events in mature B-1a cells from WT (black dots) and H2-M!/! (red dots) mice. Relative

abundance for protein was measured by dividing MFI for the protein in the presence of a stimulant over the MFI for the corresponding protein obtained from a

culture of the cells with media alone. *, p < 0.05, **, p < 0.01, ***, p < 0.005 (t test). Data are representative of two independent experiments.

(E) Magnetic bead-purified mature B-1 cells from the spleens of WT and H2-M!/! mice were stimulated with anti-MHCII antibody for indicated time spans,

harvested, and examined by Western blot. Data are from one representative experiment of two independent experiments.

(F) Quantitation of Western blot data in (E). Signal was normalized to beta-actin and further normalized to mature B-1 cells at time 0, giving a value of 1. Data

representative of one (A–B, E–F) or two (C-D) independent experiments with n = 3–4 mice/group. All the scatterplots are presented as mean ± SEM.
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2004; Yang et al., 2015). This result argues that H2-M-selected p/
MHCII signaling directly influences the second wave of B-1a
development (TdT-dependent). A similar distribution of less
expanded, more diverse polyclonal B-1-like cells can be
observed in young versus older humans (Rodriguez-Zhurbenko
et al., 2019). With advancing age, the B-1 cell population be-
comes less diverse, with more oligoclonal expansions. Our re-
sults suggest that the efficient maturation and expansion of
these TdT-dependent B-1a cells could rely on signaling by the
H2-M-selected p/MHCII complexes.

An interesting question is whether there is a requirement for an
MHCII ligand for the B-1 cell maturation pathway. B-1 cells are
found to associate with follicular dendritic cells and expand at
the center of the B cell follicles in the spleen (Wen et al., 2005).
Immature and mature B-1 cells show the highest expression of
CXCR5 within splenic B cell subsets (Ansel et al., 2002; Wen
et al., 2005), the receptor for chemokine CXCL13, which directs
their migration efficiently to the center of B cell follicles. It re-
mains to be determined whether T follicular helper (Tfh) cells at
this site provide maturation signals for further selection and sur-
vival of B-1 cells. Our experiment with co-transfer of CD4+ T cells
suggests that T cells enhance B-1 cell differentiation.

Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is characterized by persis-
tent elevation of antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL), the antibody
class elevated in H2-M!/! mice. Interestingly, HLA-DMA allelic
variations are linked to APS (Sanchez et al., 2004), raising the
possibility that reduced DM function contributes to aPL genera-
tion by influencing the Ab repertoire through mechanisms such
as those we report here. Our findings also raise the possibility
of DM effects on host defense and autoimmunity through alter-
ations in the development and selection of polyreactive B-1 cells
or cells with similar functions in humans (Chen et al., 2020).

Our study links the regulation of peptide occupancy of MHCII
to early development of an APC lineage. For B-1 cells, this is
mainly due to H2-M/MHCII-mediated regulation of BCR
signaling and its downstream effects. However, the expression
of non-classical MHCII proteins may have regulatory effects on
the development of other APCs. For example, H2-M deficiency
significantly boosted the abundance of MZ B cells in B6 mice
(Figures 1J and 1K), an effect that was not pursued here due to
lower dependency of MZ B cell development on BCR signaling.
Further studies of possible developmental regulation of APC lin-
eages by non-classical MHCII proteins are warranted.

Limitations of the study
We studied the effects of H2-M function on BCR signaling and B-
1a cell development primarily using the C57BL/6 mouse strain,
although the key finding of repertoire bias was also observed
in BALB/c mice. It remains possible that different effects on
BCR signaling and consequent cell numbers or Ig repertoire
will differ in different strains. This strain dependence would be
based on the degree of interaction of H2-M and theMHCII alleles
expressed, which varies allelically for both H2-M andMHCII pro-
teins with consequences for peptide editing (Alvaro-Benito et al.,
2015; Zhou et al., 2017). Another limitation is related to mouse/
human differences as regards B-1 cells. B-1 cells are well stud-
ied in mice, but a simple human counterpart has not been iden-
tified, and current investigations seek cells with homologous

phenotypes and functions. Consequently, we could only specu-
late regarding a possible impact of HLA-DM on phospholipid-
specific, B-1-like innate cells in humans. Third, in the absence
of a cell-specific H2-M knockout model, the maximal functional
impact of H2-M deficiency in B cells (particularly B-1 cells) on
subsequent interactions with other immune cells, on T cell selec-
tion, and on B-1 cell-dependent immune reactions in autoim-
mune models is unknown and remains to be studied.
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Ig-k Purified BD Bioscience Cat#559749; RRID:AB_397313

I-Ab Purified (KH74) Biolegend Cat#115302; RRID:AB_313631

Anti-MHC class II Antibody (15G4) Santa Cruz Cat#sc-53946; RRID:AB_831549

Purified anti-mouse I-A/I-E Antibody Biolegend Cat#107601; RRID:AB_313316

Critical commercial assays

RNeasy Mini Kit QIAGEN Cat# 74106

Duolink! In Situ Orange

Starter Kit Mouse/Rabbit

Sigma-Aldrich Cat# DUO92102

Phospho Antibody Array Full Moon Biosystems Cat# PTC188

Deposited data

Mass spec data set MassIVE data repository MassIVE:MSV000087031

(https://doi.org/10.25345/C5S80D),

MassIVE:

MSV000088470 (https://doi.org/

10.25345/C50G4V)

Ig repertoire analysis Zenodo Zenodo:5706066 (https://doi.

org/10.5281/zenodo.5706066)
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Experimental models: Cell lines

T2.DR3 (Denzin et al., 1994) N/A

T2.DR3.DM (Denzin et al., 1994) N/A

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

C57BL/6 The Jackson Lab 000664

B6.SJL-PtprcaPepcb/BoyJ The Jackson Lab 002014

B6.129S2-H2dlAb1-Ea/J The Jackson Lab 003584

B6.129S7-Rag1tm1Mom/J The Jackson Lab 002216

Softwares and algorithms

FlowJo 10.9 FlowJo https://www.flowjo.com/

Prism 7 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/

ImageJ – Fiji package Freeware https://fiji.sc/

Volocity 5.1 Quorum Technologies https://quorumtechnologies.com/volocity/

IgBLAST NCBI https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/igblast/

MaxQuant (Cox and Mann, 2008) https://www.biochem.mpg.

de/5111795/maxquant

GibbsCluster-2.0 (Andreatta et al., 2013) http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/

GibbsCluster-2.0

Seq2Logo 2.0 (Thomsen and Nielsen, 2012) http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/biotools/

Seq2Logo/

Oligonucleotides

Primer sequence:H2-DMa_Forward:CTCG

AAGCATCTACACCAGTG

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-DMa_Reverse: TCC

GAGAGCCCTATGTTGGG

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-DMb1_Forward:

ACCCCACAGGACTTCACATAC

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-DMb1_Reverse:

GGATACAGCACCCCAAATTCA

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-DMb2_Forward:

ACCTTTCTGGGATGTGCTGACC

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-DMb2_Reverse:

GTGATGGTCACATCCGCTGGAT

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-DOa_Forward:

GTCCCGGTACTCCTAACCGTA

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-DOa_Reverse:

GCGTCGTAAGATTGGTAGAAGG

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-DOb_Forward:

AGGCGGACTGTTACTTCACC

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-DOb_Reverse:

ATCCAGGCGTTTGTTCCACTG

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-Aa_Forward:

TCAGTCGCAGACGGTGTTTAT

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-Aa_Reverse:

GGGGGCTGGAATCTCAGGT

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-Ab1_Forward:

AAGGCATTTCGTGTACCAGTTC

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: H2-Ab1_Reverse:

CCTCCCGGTTGTAGATGTATCTG

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Bmi1_Forward:

TGCAGATGAGGAGAAGAGGA

This paper N/A

(Continued on next page)
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Elizabeth
D. Mellins (mellins@stanford.edu).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

d The mass spec datasets presented in this study can be found in MassIVE data repository (http://massive.ucsd.edu) developed
by Center for Computational Mass Spectrometry (University of California, San Diego) in MassIVE: MSV000087031 (I-Ab immu-
nopeptidome from WT splenic B cells), and MassIVE: MSV000088470 (Total MHCII (M5/114), c1p/MHCII (KH74), and c2p/
MHCII (15G4) immunopeptidome from WT and H2-M-/- B cells). The BCR repertoire dataset presented in this study can be
found in Zenodo: 5706066 (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5706066) .

d This paper does not report original code.
d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mice
Adult C57BL/6, B6.SJL-PtprcaPepcb/BoyJ (CD45.1+) (002014), and B6.129S2-H2dlAb1-Ea/J (MHCII deficient) (003584), B6.129S7-
Rag1tm1Mom/J (Rag1 deficient) (002216) mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. H2-M and H2-O deficient mice in B6
background were a gift from Dr. Peter Jensen, University of Utah. H2-M deficient mice in BALB/c background were a gift from Dr.
Laurence C Eisenlohr, University of Pennsylvania. All mice were housed, bred, and cared in specific-pathogen-free facilities at

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Primer sequence: Bmi1_Reverse:

TCATTCACCTCTTCCTTAGGC

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Nr4a1_Forward:

TTGAGTTCGGCAAGCCTACC

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Nr4a1_Reverse:

GTGTACCCGTCCATGAAGGTG

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Ighv11_Forward:

GGGACTCTCTTGTGAAGGCTC

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Ighv11_Reverse:

GCGTAGTTTATTGCACTGCCA

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Ighv12-03_Forward:

CTGGTTTCCCCATCACCAGT

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Ighv12-03_Reverse:

GATGGGGCTCTGGAGAGATG

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Ighv1-55_Forward:

TGTTGGAGGATGTGTCTGCTG

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Ighv1-55_Reverse:

GCACAGCTTCTGGCTTTAACA

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Ighv6-06_Forward:

TAGTGACGCCTGGATGGACT

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Ighv6-06_Reverse:

ATGCCAGTGTCTTCAGCTCTT

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Rplp0_Forward:

TTTGACAACGGCAGCATT

This paper N/A

Primer sequence: Rplp0_Reverse:

ACCCTCCAGAAAGCGAGA

This paper N/A
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Stanford Veterinary Service center at Stanford University, and all the experiments conformed to ethical principles and guidelines
under the approval of the Administrative Panel for Laboratory Animal Care, protocol no. 33157. Themice were used at the ages spec-
ified for the experiments; for adults, 6-8 weeks old, equal distribution of both sex was ensured, whereas sex bias was ignored for
experiments with neonatal mice. Mice aged 1, 2 or 3 weeks old were used for the neonatal studies.

Cell lines
The TxB hybrid APC cell lines T2.DR3 and T2.DR3.DM wild-type DR3 and DM have been established previously (Denzin et al., 1994)
andwere a gift fromDr. Lisa Denzin. Theywere cultured in complete RPMI (RPMI 1640with 10%FBS, 1%non-essential amino acids,
1% sodium pyruvate, and 1% L-glutamate) and maintained at 37#C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2.

METHOD DETAILS

Flow cytometry
Single-cell suspensions were achieved by passing the spleen through a 40 mm cell strainer or flushing the bone marrow and perito-
neum with RPMI media. The cell suspension was then treated with a 0.86% NH4Cl solution for 10 min at room temperature to lyse
erythrocytes, followed by re-suspension in complete RPMI (RPMI 1640 supplementedwith 10%FBS, 1%non-essential amino acids,
1% sodium pyruvate, 1% L-glutamate, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, and 0.1% b-mercaptoethanol). Phenotypic analysis of cell
populations was performed by staining single-cell suspensions with fluorochrome-conjugated or biotinylated monoclonal anti-
bodies, followed by the acquisition of cells on an LSRII flow cytometer (BD at Stanford Shared FACS Facility) and analysis using
FlowJo software (version 10.6.1, Treestar Inc.). Fluorescent-minus-one (FMO) controls were used to set the gates for negative pop-
ulations, as well as for histograms representing background staining. Briefly, 33106 cells were incubated with Fc block (10% 2.4G2
Fc block, 0.5% normal rat IgG, and 0.5% normal mouse IgG) in FACS buffer (0.2% BSA and 0.2% 0.5M EDTA in 13 PBS) for 10 min.
The surface staining was performed using appropriate dilutions of antibodies in FACS buffer for 30 min at 4#C. For intracellular
staining of pAkt, pBtk, pAkt, and Nur77, the Foxp3 fixation/permeabilization kit (eBioscience) was used; whereas intracellular
CD79a (Ig-a), CD79b (Ig-b), H2-M and H2-O staining was performed using BD permeabilization buffer. BrdU staining was performed
using the manufacturer’s protocol (BD, catalog no. 552598).

Cell isolation
For sorting, single-cell suspensions from the spleen were enriched for Lin! cells, using biotinylated monoclonal antibodies against
lineage markers (CD3e, Ter-119, CD11b, and CD11c), followed by incubation with streptavidin microbeads (Miltenyi) and negative
selection using Magnetic-Activated cell sorting (MACS) on an LS magnetic column (Miltenyi #130-042-401). The lineage-negative
fractions were subsequently stained with fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies to Lineage markers (Ter-119, CD3e, CD4, NK1.1,
Gr-1, CD11b, and CD11c), CD19, CD43, CD5, CD21, and CD23. Dead cells (excluded by counterstaining with live/dead fixable
dye; eBioscience) and doublets were gated out before sorting on a FACSAria (BD). Precursor B-1 cells and Mature B-1a cells
were collected by sorting for Lin-Ig(k/l)-CD19+B220lo/-CD93+ (Precursor B-1 cells) and CD19hiB220+/loCD93-CD23-CD21-

CD43+CD5+ (Mature B-1a cells) populations. Additionally, during adoptive transfer experiments using donor mice, sorted cells
were ensured for their expression of CD45.1 or CD45.2.

RNA extraction and qPCR
Splenic derived B-1 cell precursors, andmature B-1a cells were sorted into RNA lysis buffer (Qiagen), and RNAwas isolated using an
RNeasy mini kit following the manufacturer’s protocol. The resulting RNA from each sample was DNase treated using RNase-free
DNase (Promega), followed by cDNA preparation using iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad). For real-time quantitative RT-PCR,
cDNA from an equivalent number of cells was mixed with SYBR Green master mix (Bio-Rad) and appropriate primer sets (provided
in Table); analysis was performed using a CFX384 Touch Real-Time PCR Detection System and Bio-RAD CFX manager software.
Relative expression was normalized to Rplp0.

Immunofluorescence
CD19+ cells were MACS-enriched from spleen using biotinylated anti-CD19 antibody (6D5, BioLegend) and streptavidin microbeads
(Miltenyi). A single-cell suspension was achieved by resuspending in PBS supplemented with 3% FCS and 0.2% 0.5M EDTA. 13104

CD19+ cells were embedded on slides using the cytospin machine. The cells were fixed on slides with 4% PFA for 15 min at room
temperature and permeabilized with 13 perm wash buffer (BD Pharmingen). After blocking, sections were incubated with appro-
priate dilutions of fluorophore-conjugated primary Abs (eBioscience) overnight at 4#C. Slides were mounted with Prolong Gold Anti-
fade reagent with DAPI (Thermofisher) and imaged using an Upright AxioImager Epifluorescence microscope (Zeiss).

ELISA
Capture-IgM antibody, Phosphatidylcholine (PtC) and phosphorylcholine (PC), and 4-Hydroxy-3-nitrophenylacetyl (NP)-conjugated
BSAwas used to coat high-binding Immulon 4HBX plates (BioExpress) overnight at 4#C. After blocking in 5%FCS in 13PBS, serially
diluted serum was incubated on the plate, followed by incubation with HRP-conjugated IgM Ab (Southern Biotech). SureBlue
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substrate (KPL) was added to detect the Ag-specific Abs. The wells were read at 450 nm on an Infinite M1000 microplate reader
(Tecan).

In vivo adoptive cell transfer
For adoptive transfer experiments, sorted B-1 cell precursors or mature B-1a cells were resuspended in an appropriate volume of
endotoxin-free, sterile PBS (Life Technologies). The cells were transferred into the venous sinus retro-orbitally following an anesthe-
tization with isoflurane at a concentration of 13 104 cells per mouse or intraperitoneally at a concentration of 13 106 cells per mouse.

BrdU incorporation analysis
For BrdU incorporation studies, groups of wildtype and H2-M-/- mice (B6) received BrdU ad libitum in drinking water (0.8 mg/ml),
supplemented with 1% sucrose for six days. For control, regular drinking water was provided.

In vitro stimulation and cell culture
FACS-sorted B-1 cell precursors and mature B-1a cells (as described above) were rested at 37#C for 45 min in 5% CO2 before
treating them with stimulants. Purified cells were cultured with 10 mg/ml anti-mouse Ig-k (Biolegend), or 10 mg/ml anti-mouse MHCII
(Invitrogen), diluted in complete medium (RPMI 1640 with 10% FBS, 1% non-essential amino acids, 1% sodium pyruvate, 1% L-
glutamate, 1% penicillin-streptomycin) in 96-well round-bottom plates indicated time durations for detection of pAkt, pBtk, and
Nur77. The flow-cytometry analysis was done for the detection of the phosphorylated form of the proteins. For the detection of
the phosphorylated forms of several proteins associated with the BCR-signaling pathway, phosphor-antibody array (Full Moon Bio-
systems) was used following the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, the cell lysates from the purified cell population were labeled with
biotin. Following the blocking at room temperature for 45 min in an orbital-shaking condition, biotinylated proteins from the cell ly-
sates were coupled for 1-2 h at room temperature in an orbital shaking condition. The array was developed using an appropriate
dilution of AF647-conjugated streptavidin. The microslides were scanned using Genepix microarray scanner (Molecular Devices,
San Jose, CA).

Immunoglobulin repertoire analysis

1. IgH amplification and sequencing IGH DNA libraries for sequencing were generated from cDNA prepared from total RNA
isolated from mouse tissues. Multiplexed primers targeting the mouse framework region (FR) 1 of IGHV were used in PCR
reactions with primers targeting each isotype (IgM, IgD, IgG, and IgA) that also included sequence barcodes to permit
multiplexed sequencing of amplicon libraries as previously described (Pham et al., 2017). The first PCR step products included
partial Illumina linker sequences encoded by the primers, and a second PCR step was used to complete the linker sequences.
Gel electrophoresis with 1.5% agarose gel was used to verify product size. Amplicons were subsequently gel-extracted,
pooled, quantitated, and sequenced with an Illumina MiSeq instrument using 23300 cycle kit.

2. Analysis of IgH sequence data Paired-end sequences were merged, demultiplexed to determine sample assignment based on
primer-encoded barcode sequences and trimmed of primer sequences. Next, the variable (IGHV), diversity (IGHD), and joining
(IGHJ) gene segment identities in each rearrangement, as well as somatic mutations of germ-line gene segments, were iden-
tified using the IgBLAST program. The IgBLAST program was executed using default parameters and IMGT mouse germ-line
reference datasets for the IGHD and IGHJ alignment (Giudicelli et al., 2005). Isotype identity was established by exact match to
non-primer-encoded sequence within exon 1 of the sequenced constant region. CDR-H3 was determined as the sequence
flanked on the 5’ end by the FR3-CDR-H3 boundary as identified by IgBLAST, and on the 3’ end by CDR-H3-FR4 boundary
determined by position weight matrix search trained to identify the WGQG motif and sequence variants. To avoid over-inter-
pretation of sequencing errors as somatic mutations in antibody gene rearrangements, a threshold of 1%mutation in the IGHV
gene segment was used to distinguishmutated sequences from germ-line sequences. Exact match IgH nucleotide sequences
from the same isotype and sample were collapsed into and analyzed as one read. For D20 value calculation, all IgH sequences
from each mouse were grouped into clonotypes, defined as sequences having identical IGHV, identical IGHJ gene call, iden-
tical CDR-H3 nucleotide length, and R90% CDR-H3 nucleotide sequence similarity. For each mouse, we determined the
smallest number of clones required to constitute at least 20% of the total number of reads within that mouse (clonotype
D20 value). A similar Clonotype D20 analysis with more stringent grouping criteria (identical IGHV gene, IGHJ gene, and
CDR3 amino acid sequence), was performed to obtain VDJ-CDR3aa D20 value.

Proximity ligation assay
For in situ PLA, CD19-enriched cells from spleens were settled on m-Slide Angiogenesis chambers (ibidi) for 30 min at 37#C. Cells
were fixed with 2% PFA for 20 min at room temperature, and the in situ PLA was performed following the manufacturer’s protocol
(Duolink! PLA Fluorescence Protocol, Sigma). Briefly, following the blocking at 37#C for 60 min, the cells were incubated with
appropriate dilutions of primary antibodies (Rabbit anti-mouse IgM (Invitrogen), and mouse anti-mouse CLIP-I-Ab (15G4, Santacruz
Biotech), or mouse anti-mouse I-Ab (KH74, BioLegend)) overnight at 4#C. Secondary PLA-PLUS and MINUS probes were used the
following day at 37#C for one hour. This stepwas followed by ligation of the probes at 37#C for 30min and subsequent amplification of
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the signals at 37#C for 100 min. Cell layers in each chamber were mounted using Duolink! In Situ Mounting Medium with DAPI and
imaged using BZ-X800 microscope (Keyence). For each experiment, at least 150 B cells from several images were analyzed (Voloc-
ity). For each sample, the PLA signal counts per cell were calculated; co-localization of the confocal images of nuclei (DAPI, 405 nm
laser) and PLA signal (568 nm laser) were analyzed for 50 cells per image with Volocity.

Immunoblot analysis
ForWestern blot analysis, cells were lysed in RIPA buffer with 1 mMPMSF and protease inhibitor cocktail. Protein concentration was
determined using the Pierce Coomassie Plus Assay. Protein samples were resolved by SDS-PAGE and transferred to a PVDF mem-
brane (0.45 mm). The following antibodies were used (at the indicated dilutions), Btk (1:2,000), phospho-Btk (1:1,000), Syk (1:2,000),
phospho-Syk (1:1,000), IkBa (1:2,000), beta-Actin (1:5,000). Secondary antibodies were used at 1:5,000 dilution. Protein bands were
visualized using ECL detection reagent.

Immunopeptidome analysis
For isolation of I-Ab peptide complexes we used a sequential immunoaffinity chromatography protocol previously developed for
isolation of MHC class II peptides (Gorga et al., 1987; Nanaware et al., 2019, 2021). The splenic B cells from C57BL/6 WT and
H2-M-/- mice were resuspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0, containing protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-P2714)
and 5% b-octylglucoside, freeze-thawed for 5-6 times. The lysate was spun at 40003g for 5 min at 4#C to remove the cellular debris.
The supernatant was collected and further spun using ultracentrifuge at 100,0003 g for 1 h at 4#C. The supernatant was used for the
isolation of the MHCII-peptide complexes using an immunoaffinity column of M5/114, KH74, or 15G4 monoclonal antibodies immo-
bilized onto CNBr-activated Sepharose CL-4B. The lysates were pre-cleared sequentially with CNBr activated Sepharose beads
only, followed by isotype control antibody-conjugated beads, and rotated slowly on a shaker for 1 h at 4#C to remove proteins binding
nonspecifically to beads or antibodies. This equilibrated lysate was removed from the beads and then further sequentially incubated
with KH74 antibody-conjugated beads, and then with 15G4 antibody-conjugated beads, rotated slowly each time for 2 h on a shaker
at 4#C. The column was washed by passing several buffers in succession as follows: (1) 50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mMNaCl, pH 8.0, con-
taining protease inhibitors and 5% b-octylglucoside (5 times the bead volume); (2) 50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mMNaCl, pH 8.0, containing
protease inhibitors and 1% b-octylglucoside (10 times the bead volume); (3) 50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0, containing pro-
tease inhibitors (30 times the bead volume); (4) 50 mM Tris-HCl, 300 mM NaCl, pH 8.0, containing protease inhibitors (10 times the
bead volume); (5) 1X PBS (30 times the bead volume); and (6) HPLC water (100 times the bead volume). Similarly, pre-cleared lysate
from H2-M-/- mice were incubated separately with M5/114 antibody-conjugated beads and washed as described above. Peptides
were eluted from the washed resins using a 2% TFA solution. Eluted peptide mixtures were then separated from I-Ab proteins, re-
sidual detergent, and cellular material by binding to a Vydac C18 macrospin column (The Nest Group, USA). and eluting with
30% acetonitrile containing 0.1% (v/v) TFA. The solvent was removed by Speed-Vac and the dried peptide extracts were stored
at -80#C or used immediately. I-Ab-eluted peptides were resuspended in 10mL of 3% ACN/0.1% formic acid and analyzed using a
Thermo Scientific Orbitrap Fusion Tribrid mass spectrometer. The peptides were identified by processing the raw ion fragmentation
spectra using MaxQuant (Cox and Mann, 2008) against the combined database of UniProt_Mouse, which was downloaded on 10/7/
16 with 57,984 entries. Search parameters included ‘‘no enzyme’’ specificity to detect peptides generated by ‘‘cleavage’’ after any
residue. The variable modifications of oxidized methionine and pyroglutamic acid for N-terminal glutamine were considered. The
peptides identified in the beads only and isotype antibody-conjugated beads were considered as non-specific peptides and
excluded from the analysis. All identified peptides >11 residueswere included in the analysis. For some analyses,MHC-binding cores
were identified for each peptide using NetMHCIIpan3.2, and peptides of different lengths sharing the same core (nested sets) were
considered together. GibbsCluster-2.0 server (Andreatta et al., 2013) was used to identify the motif for the eluted peptides and were
displayed by Seq2Logo 2.0 (Thomsen and Nielsen, 2012). The eluted peptide sequences were aligned using the preference for hy-
drophobic residue at P1 position and clustering sequence weighing algorithm to identify the motif with the length of 9 amino acids
(Nanaware et al., 2021).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for comparing data obtained from three or more groups of mice, followed by Krus-
kal-Wallis test for multiple comparisons between the groups; whereas two-way ANOVA was used for comparison between two or
more groups, followed by Bonferroni’s test for multiple comparisons between the groups, unless otherwise mentioned. For analysis
between two groups of mice non-parametric Mann-Whitney’s U-test was performed. All the statistical analysis was performed using
Prism 8.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA).
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